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Objectives
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Understand the 
health care 
economic 

environment of now

Be able to identify 
opportunities best 

suited for APP 
integration

Be able to develop a 
business case for an 

APP service line



• 42 Hospitals, over 
500 sites of care

– 5,900 Physicians

– 12,000 Nurses

– 3,600 APPs

• 3.5 million lives 
covered by UPMC 
Health Plan

UPMC



Disclaimer

What I’m about to tell you today, 

may not be relevant soon.
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The Here and Now…
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The Pandemic is changing everything
• Half of healthcare 

jobs are unfilled as 
of Q1 2021

• Employment in 
nursing is 
nosediving

• Low employment = 
low capacity = 
decreasing revenue7
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https://www.businessinsider.com/hospital-offers-40000-nurse-hire-bonus-nursing-shortage-covid-surge-2021-8
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• Dramatically disrupting 
market comp rates

• Agency / locums double 
edged sword
➢ Work along side less 

compensated nurses
➢ Lures away employed 

nurses



“More than one if five PAs, or 22%, have been furloughed due to COVID-19, 
while nearly 4% said they'd been terminated. Some 59% said their work hours 
had been cut, and 31% said their base pay had been reduced.”
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• $120.5 billion in financial losses, due in large part to lower patient volumes, 

from July 2020 through December 2020, or an average of $20.1 billion per 

month

• This brings total losses for the nation’s hospitals and health 

systems to at least $323.1 billion in 2020.
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https://www.aha.org/issue-brief/2020-06-30-new-aha-report-finds-losses-deepen-hospitals-and-health-systems-due-covid-19
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17 https://www.healthcarefinancenews.com/news/us-hospital-patient-volumes-move-back-toward-2019-levels-
mckinsey-survey-finds



The BIG Picture
• HC systems are spending untold amounts on 

unbudgeted labor costs, especially in nursing 
to diminishing effect…how will this end???

• Volumes are returning, but COVID is NOT 
contained…

• Expect resources to be focused on that 
problem…
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Where are the Opportunities?
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Where they have always been..

• Expanding access

– Impaired by labor shortage…

• Decreasing care service costs

– Systems choosing to maintain physician jobs over 
APPs during financially tough times…

• Improving outcomes

– No quality exceptions for the pandemic…
20
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Strategies around Expanding Access

• Decreasing wait times…

• Increasing patient volume…

• Expanding the scope of services…
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Takeaway:
Wait times are linked to 
patient satisfaction



26 J GEN INTERN MED 23, 1685 (2008). https://doi.org/10.1007/s11606-008-0747-1

• For each 10% increment in missed appointments, the odds of 
good control decreased by a factor of 1.12 and the odds of 
poor control increased by a factor of 1.24

Takeaway:
Long wait times can be 
bad for care quality  



Strategies around Patient Access

• Decreasing wait times…

• Increasing patient volume…

• Expanding the scope of services…
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Are there more patients?  
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”Modeling the effect of COVID-19 on cancer 
screening and treatment for breast and 
colorectal cancer (which together account 
for about one-sixth of all cancer deaths) over 

the next decade suggests almost 10,000 
excess deaths from breast and 
colorectal cancer deaths; that is, a ∼1% 
increase in deaths from these tumor types 
during a period when we would expect to 
see almost 1,000,000 deaths from these two 
diseases types.”

Takeaway:
COVID related delays increase mortality 
across multiple otherwise controllable 
disease states





Strategies around Patient Access

• Decreasing wait times…

• Increasing patient volume…

• Expanding the scope of services…
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Expanding Services

• Adding an additional clinic

– Offering a new service to a different region

– Autonomous satellite clinic

• Creating a niche specialty clinic

– CHF, nutritional risk clinic, post-surgical follow up, 
minor procedure, etc.
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• Four APP staffed clinics for 
prehabilitation services

• Smoking cessation, diet, 
cardiac rehab

• “Surgery Coach”
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Where they have always been..

• Expanding access

• Decreasing care service costs

• Improving outcomes
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Strategies around Decreasing Care Service Cost

• Workforce attrition planning

• Addressing medical / specialty “deserts”

• Telemedicine opportunities
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Workforce Attrition Planning

• Planning turnover in a way that also accounts 
for some costs savings in a practice

• Examples:

– Reevaluating job duties to find efficiencies

– Look at provider volumes / templates.  

– The role should fit the need…
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Strategies around Decreasing Care Service Cost

• Workforce attrition planning

• Addressing medical / specialty “deserts”

• Telemedicine opportunities
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“Live 60 minutes or more from a hospital”…

HRSA:  19.3% of the population live in rural areas.
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“Rural residence was associated with a 40 percent higher 
preventable hospitalization rate and a 23 percent higher mortality 
rate, compared to urban residence”
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“Having one or more specialist visits during the previous year was 
associated with a 15.9 percent lower preventable hospitalization 
rate and a 16.6 percent lower mortality rate for people with 
chronic conditions…”
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“Access to specialists accounted for 55 percent and 40 percent of 
the rural-urban difference in preventable hospitalizations and 
mortality, respectively…”



APP Specialty Clinics

• Pediatric specialties 
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https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/1fc6c3f1ec034619815271c2561e7421
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https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/1fc6c3f1ec034619815271c2561e7421
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https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/1fc6c3f1ec034619815271c2561e7421



Strategies around Decreasing Care Service Cost
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Think about scale
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• Goal is to maintain a 50 percent growth of telemedicine

• Shift 30-35% of total ambulatory care to telemedicine

• Biggest opportunities:  post surgical care, acute care.  



Time to Make Your Case
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ROIs for Dummies

1. Always make the 
clinical case support 
the business case

– How are patients not 
getting the best care?

– How does providing 
better care benefit 
the system?52



ROIs for Dummies

• QAC like a duck

– QUALITY:  How can we 
improve care

– ACCESS:  Think wait 
times, patient volume, 
service addition

– COST:  Stay within 
budget53

QAC!



ROIs for Dummies

2. Master your Math

– Analytics:  Get quality / outcome numbers

– Finance:  Get volume / cost numbers

– Revenue Cycle:  Get reimbursement numbers

– HR:  Get personnel numbers / salary data

– Operations:  Get overhead numbers
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ROIs for Dummies

3. Hustle

• Check your math.  Do the numbers work?

• Find champions.  Start with Physicians.  

• Don’t leave out voices.  Include more groups 
than what you think.  

– Hurt feelings will hurt your work.

• Know that you will have blind spots.    
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Key Takeaways

Keep your current COVID / economic situation 
in mind when planning new APP driven 

business models.
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Key Takeaways

Where the opportunities exist haven’t changed.  
Finding them is the key.  
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Key Takeaways

QAC like a duck.

Soon you’ll have a raft.  
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reynoldsbr@upmc.edu

@benreynoldspac

www.linkedin.com/in/ben-reynolds-8a764580
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